Summit truck equipment

Summit Truck Bodies engineers and manufactures high-quality service and lube truck bodies,
cranes, and toolboxes for the field service industry. Our markets served page tells you how we
attend to customers in different industries. Additionally, Summit Finance offers a full range of
lease and loan options. Their flexibility allows options tailored to fit your needs and the industry
you work in. Although we specialize in custom builds, Summit also has trucks in inventory for
those who need a quick solution. Firstly, your buying process begins by selecting a Summit
body style and a chassis. Secondly, your salesman will take you through a pre-approval design
process. Next, your truck is sent to production. We use state of the art design and production
processes to build each one of our bodies to your spec. Plus, QA inspectors ensure quality
work during the build process. As a result, our bodies perform in rugged and remote work
environments for years to come. Above all, we understand your truck body is a vital tool for
your business. They are ready and waiting to assist you. We all know that protecting people is a
big priority. Therefore, Summit has made it our goal to incorporate and continuously improve
the safety and body performance of our truck bodies. Since the beginning, ASE features have
taken the guesswork out of safe crane use and reduced job site hazards. Further, it improves
efficiency, and the data can be incorporated into your fleet telematics solution. To sum it up, we
custom design and manufacture quality service trucks while keeping safety in mind. What We
Do Summit Truck Bodies engineers and manufactures high-quality service and lube truck
bodies, cranes, and toolboxes for the field service industry. The Summit Advantage Firstly, your
buying process begins by selecting a Summit body style and a chassis. A one-stop shop for all
truck and van body needs, Summit Bodyworks has a solution for every industry. Choose from
dry freight bodies, flatbeds, dump trucks, and more. Our curtain side trucks give you easy
access to your cargo, all while offering ultimate protection. Maximize space and performance
with our customizable moving and storage trucks. Our platform and dump trucks are durable,
versatile, and customizable for the job at hand. Our stake trucks are built for easy loading, with
customizable options that maximize efficiency. Each vehicle we build is crafted from the
chassis up by a team of qualified designers, engineers, and installation professionals. We work
closely with each client to provide custom features and ready-made solutions to fit the needs of
your business and industry, and our certified professionals work around the clock to ensure
that each truck and van body is built to the highest possible standards. Once your vehicle is
complete, our in-house graphics department can finish the exterior of your vehicle with a logo
or brand message. Because we function as the central location for all your automotive needs,
we will finish your vehicle efficiently and to the exact specifications that you require. When you
work with Summit Bodyworks, you gain access to our network of trusted manufacturers, as well
as our multiple locations across the nation. We are always nearby to provide service for your
vehicle and keep you on the road. There are many different types of truck and van bodies,
including curtain side bodies, dump bodies, temperature-controlled bodies, and dry vans. A
curtain side truck is a truck body that has retractable sides. The setup of the truck is
functionally similar to a flatbed body, but with the added protective benefit of having a roof and
curtain side walls. These trucks are often used to transport goods that need to remain easily
accessible. A dump body is generally used to create durable, industrial-strength trucks that can
be used for construction, garbage collection, forklifting, and other heavy-duty applications.
Temperature-controlled bodies are used as refrigerated trucks or vans, and they are often used
to transport perishable foods, medicines, plants, and even animals. There are multiple factors
that you must take into consideration when searching for the right truck or van body style.
Consider the length, width, and amount of cargo that you will need to transport. If you are
planning to transport cartons of milk, for example, how many will you need to haul at a time?
What body size will that require? You will also need to consider the route that your truck or van
will drive and make sure that the size and style of your vehicle are appropriate. The vehicle will
need to clear any overhead requirements along the route, and it should also be easy to
maneuver along the roads. There are countless ways that van and truck bodies can be
customized. They can be ordered in custom lengths, widths, or heights to fit particular size
requirements. Interior floors can be ordered in a variety of styles and materials, such as
aluminum, plywood, steel, and hardwood. The type of doors provides another opportunity for
customization. Vans and trucks can be ordered with rear swinging doors, extra grab handles,
side doors, cargo doors, sliding doors, and more. The exterior of the vehicle can be customized
with a graphic, logo, or advertisement. This is an excellent way to increase brand awareness,
particularly on curtain side vehicles or large semi trucks. Trucks and vans can also be outfitted
with interior and exterior lights, LED markers, hitches, exterior ramps, steps, custom-made
bumpers, and a variety of liftgates. Custom trucks and vans are commonly used by a variety of
industries. A custom-made dry freight truck, for example, is frequently used by real estate or
moving companies, delivery companies, leasing agencies, and more. Construction companies,

moving companies, and delivery companies frequently use custom-made curtain side trucks.
These vehicles can be specially created to certain dimensions to haul bulky or irregular cargo.
Small business owners often use customized vehicles as food trucks and mobile offices. When
looking for a company to build a customized truck or van body, you should make sure that the
company has partnerships with leading manufacturers. This will ensure that your vehicle will be
completed on schedule, with no bumps or hiccups in the building process. Finally, look for a
company that offers an extensive number of options. For example, a curtain side vehicle should
be available in custom lengths and have multiple flooring options, single or dual sides, forklift
mounting capabilities, safety features, and a variety of liftgate choices. At Summit Bodyworks,
we provide a level of service that is unmatched in the industry. Our truck and van bodies come
in a wide variety of styles for clients to choose from, with customized options for specific
vocational uses. Choose from different size options based on your specific cargo needs, and
rest assured that each vehicle will be built on a premium chassis. At our manufacturing facility,
we offer state-of-the-art technology to keep up with a rapidly changing automotive landscape.
From the beginning stages of design and component fabrication to installation and delivery, our
team will work with you to create the customized vehicle of your choosing. Our in-house
graphic design department will ensure that your brand makes a good first impression, and our
service teams will keep you on the road. Summit Bodyworks is an industry leader in the
manufacturing of truck and van bodies. Our clients have access to a wide network of innovative,
qualified professionals who are committed to providing unparalleled support around the clock.
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The 11 ft body and workbench bumper is manufactured from 12 ga steel, and the doors are
constructed from aluminum. You can keep your tools and parts in the cu-ft of compartment
storage space. Designed for 19, GVWR chassis, the body handles a service crane up to 7, lbs
lifting capacity. Furthermore, all truck bodies with hydr
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aulic service cranes come equipped with our Advanced Safety Electronic s ASE control
system. Built-in safety features reduce job site hazards and give operators real-time LMI data.
Additionally, you can incorporate the telematics data with your fleet management solution. In
short, the 7 series service truck is an excellent choice for service truck fleets that need
flexibility, ease of use, and safety. Contact a sales rep. Features Advanced Safety Electronics A.
Displays alerts in plain text; eg. Self-diagnostic checks upon startup and during operation. J
based communication. Standard on all hydraulic crane service trucks. Main Control Panel rear
compartment The display panel is conveniently located in the rear compartment on the crane
side Easy to use and read digital graphics display panel. Programmable "time-out" feature
deactivates controls when not in use for a selected period of time. Specs Construction Body
Weight 3, lbs. Width 94" Length 11' Body Rating 38, lbs. Materials 12 Ga.

